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A. SCOPE OF PRESENT STUDY
The present paper deals with the unstressed sylla¬
ble, a linguistic category common to both English and Man¬
darin, the two most important languages of the world in
terms of the number of users. It attempts to contrast the
phonetic properties of the unstressed syllable in both
languages, and the regulating factors governing the occur¬
rence of non-stress in them. It is proposed that the
similarities and dissimilarities of the unstressed sylla¬
ble in the two languages can be accounted for by ref¬
erence to more general linguistic considerations on the
one hand, and to more fundamental similarities and differ¬
ences between the two languages on the other. The paper
also deals with the pedagogical implications of the
findings.
B. POINTS FOR CLARIFICATION
1. Stress
Before we actually start to look at the unstressed
syllable in the two languages, a number of questions must
be clarified. The first one concerns the nature of
non-stress, and therefore also stress, in a language.
Stress is a concept very commonly referred to in
linguistic discussions. Unfortunately the exact meaning
of the term is never very clear, and linguists do not seem
to agree over the matter. When defining stress, there is
very often confusion as to the point of veiw of the
speaker versus that of the hearer (Lehiste 1970: 106).
Jones (1960: 245) described stress as the degree of
force with which a sound or syllable is uttered and
accordingly identified strong stress as energetic action
of all the articulating organs. He admitted that this is
essentially a subjective action, as opposed to the more
objective impression of loudness given by stress. The
focus of Jones's attention is clearly on the speaker's ac¬
tivity. If the hearer's perception is focussed on instead
linguists diverge in their view on whether loudness alone,
or prominence, the degree of general perceptual
distinctness, determines the recognition of stress. In
fact, this question can hardly be answered satisfactorily
before we have answered another question, namely, In what
sense is the word 'stress' used, linguistic or phonetic?
In other words, we must clarify whether stress
refers to a phenomenon which is linguistically significant
or a phenomenon which is sufficiently traceable
phonetically. If stress is defined simply in terms of mus¬
cular effort alone or loudness alone,then stress is viewed
only as a phonetic phenomenon. On the other hand, if
it is held that stress is linguistically significant, that
it is part of the native speaker-hearer's competence to
distinguish stress from non-stress, or different degrees
of stress, and that purely phonetic indices are merely
characteristics of or clues to stress rather than its
defining factors, then stress is more aptly regarded as a
linguistic phenomenon. Studies like those by Fry (1958)
and Lehiste (1970) which set out to find out how stress in
a language is realized phonetically presumably see stress
in its linguistic sense. As a matter of fact, Lehiste
explicitly mentioned that she used the term stress to
refer to linguistically significant prominence. If
stress is defined in terms of a single phonetic parameter,
be it articulatory, auditory, or acoustic (say, in terms
of loudness), then there is not much room for disagreement
and it is immaterial what language is in focus. It does
matter, however, what language is being referred to if
stress is used in its linguistic sense, and the phonetic
correlates of stress and non-stress in a language are to
be found or verified through experiments rather than
merely claimed.
Going back to the question of whether loudness or
prominence determines stress, it is apparent that with the
phonetic sense of stress, there is nothing to argue
about, and with the linguistic sense of stress, it is a
question of whether the perception of loudness or
prominence always coincides with the perception of stress
in a certain language.
Both Fry (1958) and Lehiste (1970) found that
the linguistic phenomenon stress involves more
than the single dimension of loudness.
Prominence is a perceptual index with length,
loudness, pitch, and quality as its co-determinants. It
has been found that prominence has a high correlation with
stress. But prominence as the phonetic counterpart of
stress is either useless, if prominence does not hold any
presupposition regarding the relative importance of each
of the four phonetic attributes mentioned above, as it
tells little about how stress is perceived, or misleading,
if it does, as stress in different languages and different
kinds of stress within a language attach different
importance to each of the four attributes.
The intention of the account of stress above is to
eradicate vagueness. It is enough for our purpose here to
note that in this paper stress is conceived of in its
linguistic sense. A corollary of such conception is that
stress, and therefore non-stress, in different languages
is apt to be defined individually, however much in common
its behavior in the different languages may seem to be.
Accordingly the unstressed syllable in English and Man¬
darin will be defined individually later in this chapter.
2. The Variety of Language
The next question concerns the variety of language.
First, English. As a language, English is characterized
by its being spoken as the first language in numerous
regions of the world which are distantly apart. As a con¬
sequence, numerous different regionalnational varieties
of English have evolved. However, when we set out to
study a phonological phenomenon of a representative
variety of English, the choice reduces to one between the
general American English pronunciation and the Received
Pronunciation (hereafter referred to as RP), the latter
virtually the general British English pronunciation,
because of their significance in the world and the
abundance of material about them available. Remarks can
often be heard that the differences between British and
American English are negligible compared with their simil¬
arities, but surely they are,much less so when spoken than
when written, as the written language fails to reflect the
differences in pronunciation. Without emphasizing such
differnces, this paper inclines to look at RP as far as
possible. There is no other non-arbitrary reason for the
choice than that RP still seems to be the preferred mode
of English pronunication on the China Mainland, where
Mandarin is spoken, as reflected in the pronunication
shown in A New English-Chinese Dictionary compiled on the
Mainland and published in 1975 and the translation into
Chinese of Palmer and Blandford 1955 in the 60's, which
uses RP as the basis for description.
Second, Mandarin. The term is very widely
accepted. Yet it is ambiguous in that it may refer to
either the Northern regional variety of Chinese known as
Guanhua or the standardized General Language knJpn as
Guoyu in the past and Putdnghua now on the China Mainland.
Pronunciation-wise, it is true that both Guanhua and
y — V
Putonghua are based on Pekinese. Moreover, as
• » y
standardization involves some artificiality, Putonghua can
be controlled in such a way that the occurrence of
unstressed syllables is less frequent than it is in
Pekinese. This filtering process is not available for
Guanhua, which is obliged to tolerate as many unstressed
syllables as Pekinese. Since the present study makes
reference to dictionaries which represent the standardized
General Language rather than Pekinese, it should be
understood that the vocabulary of items containing
unstressed syllables assumed in this study does not
represent one in Pekinese.
3. The Unstressed Syllable in English
The unstressed sylllble in English is defined as
the syllable which does not receive a beat in connected
speech or which, though receiving a beat, does not take
word stress. Here, the terminology and mode of
description follow those of Knowles (1974) and need some
explanation. There are two different but related systems
of stress in English, namely, sentence stress and word
stress. Sentence stress is further divisible into two
kinds: the accent and the beat. The one involved in the
definition of the unstressed syllable in English is the
beat, the recognition of which is attributable, on the
one hand, to a kind of prominence vaguely related to
loudness and, on the other, to its very loosely rhythmical
occurrence. At the word level, the syllables in a word
are either stressed or unstressed. One word stress is
primary, and all others secondary. The knowledge about
the stress status of each syllable is part of the
knowledge of a word. The sources of information on the
stress placement of a particular English word are pro¬
nouncing dictionaries such as Jones and Gimson's English
Pronouncing Dictionary (London: Dent Sons, 1977), Lewis'
Concise Pronouncing Dictionary of British and American
English (London: O.U.P., 1972) and Kenyon and Knott's
Pronouncing Dictionary of American English (Springfield,
Mass. : Meriam, 1944) of which the EPD is the ultimate
reference for the present study.
4. The Unstressed Syllable in Mandarin
The unstressed syllable in Mandarin is defined as
the non-interjectional syllable whose phonetic
manifestation cannot be identified with any of the four
basic tones, since such identification is sufficient
indication of stress, no matter at the word or sentence
level. Thus, non-stress in Mandarin is equivalent to the
concept of qingsheng, the unstressed tone, in
traditional Chinese linguistics. The knowledge whether
a syllable in a word takes a full tone or qingsheng
is part of the knowledge about the word. The sources
of information on the stress placement of an in¬
dividual word in Mandarin are dictionaries such as
Xiandai Hanyu Cidian Dictionary of Contemporary Chinese
v v
(Hong Kong: Commercial, 1977), and Guoyu Cidian
Dictionary of the National Language (China: 1937), the
former of which is taken in the present study as the
ultimate reference for the stress placement of an
individual word in Putonghua.
CHAPTER II
THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE IN ENGLISH
A. THE WORKING OF STRESS IN ENGLISH
1. Word Stress
In English, stress is an integral part of the
structure of a word. Phonetically, the degree of
prominence of a syllable may take any value between the
extremely high and the extremely low. The EPD, however,
distinguishes just two degrees of stress, primary and
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secondary, in addition to non-stress at the lower end.
In accordance with the EPD, the present paper takes the
view that if a syllable in a word receives neither primary
nor secondary stress, it is an unstressed syllable at the
word level. It is understandable that a syllable
receiving neither primary nor secondary stress could be
further differentiated according to some scale of
prominence, but the value of such minute distinction is
more phonetic than linguistic. Indeed, it is because of
the linguistic insignificance of finer grading of stress
that pronunciation dictionaries such as the EPD treat it
flat for all syllables receiving weaker than secondary
One might argue that four degrees of stress have
been distinguished, namely, primary, pre-pretonic
secondary, pretonic secondary and posttonic sec¬
ondary. However, to the extent that the three sec¬
ondary stresses are complementarity distributed,
there is no good reason why they should not be
regarded as variants of the more abstract second¬
ary stress.
stress—i.e. giving no stress mark, featuring their lack
of stress. Hence the label unstressed syllable.
The pattern of English word stress is said to be
free, in the sense that the placement of stress is not
determinable by a simple count of the number of syllables
from a word boundary. Thus, whereas a Polish word always
associates the primary stress with the penultimate
syllable, a French word the last and a Czech word the
first (Gimson 1970: 222), the following English words
demonstrate that the syllable that receives primary word















Just because English word stress is free it does
not follow that English word stress placement is not by
any means predictable. Yet Jones (1970: 249) appeared
to suggest that it is unpredicatable, when he remarked
that when rules of word stress can be formulated at all,
they are generally subject to numerous exceptions.
2
The mark x over the vocalic part of
syllable indicates primary stress.
Chomsky and Halle (1968) worked out a highly
complex set of stress placement rules which make use of
syntactic, lexical and phonological information for the
prediction of stress in English words and compounds.
Garde (1973) pointed out that the description of
stress in a language with free stress consists in the
description of the stress properties of morphemes and the
formulation of the rules for resolving the conflicts
between the stress properties of the morphemes within a
word. English word stress is a mixed system, in the sense
that it has something to do with word boundaries on
one hand and with properties of morphemes on the
other. Despite this, as far as the recognition of
the unstressed syllable is concerned, the description
of the stress properties of suffixes is most
rewarding. In this paper, we do not go into Chomsky and
Halle's complex and controversial formulation, but we
do go into the stress properties of English suffixes.
2. Strong and Weak Forms
Generally speaking, at least one syllable in any
given English word is stressed. This is tantamount to
saying that all monosyllables receive word stress as a
general rule. However, some words noticeably tend to have
very low degree of prominence in connected speech. They
receive neither accent nor beat, and are segmentally very
different from the form they would take if spoken in
isolation. They have not, by any standard, taken any word
stress. Yet. since nearly all English words that fall
within this category are monosyllables and dictionaries
invariably do not attach any stress mark to a monosyllable
(with the convention that the very syllable is a stressed
one), one may overlook the fact that the form used in
connected speech is usually not stressed, which is
referred to as the weak form, as opposed to the form used
mainly when the word is spoken in isolation, referred to
as the strong form.
3. Sentence Stress
In connected speech, two kinds of stresses are in
operation. In each intonation unit, some syllables will
stand out from the rest by virtue of pitch prominence,
which may result from particularly high or low pitch, or a
change of pitch direction. They are said to be accented.
Hence the name accent for this kind of stress (following
Knowles 1974). Then, in each intonation unit, one accent
will stand out from all others as marked by initiating a
change of pitch direction. This is called the tonic or
nuclear accent. A syllable often takes an accent by
virtue of the fact that it is the primary-stressed
syllable of a semantically andor pragmatically more
important word in a sentence, when it is said to be
carrying emphatic or contrastive stress. In the absence
of such significant semantic andor pragmatic force, the
nuclear accent of an English sentence tends to fall within
the rightmost substantive item. Chomsky Halle (1968:17)
formulated the Nuclear Stress Rule reflecting this pat¬
terning. Bresnan(1971) readjusted the ordering of the NSR,
rendering predicative some apparent exceptions to the NSR
in its orininnl fnrmnlahinn.
Further, in any polysyllabic stretch of utterance,
•»
loosely rhythmic beats can be recognized by virtue of some
kind of recurrent perceived prominence. It is widely
believed that the beats are isochronous. However, as
Knowles (1974) suggested, the term is rather misleading,
for the intervals between the beats within an instance of
short utterance do not occupy equal duration of time in
any objective or absolute sense. Perhaps Jones's (1960:
237) statement with regard to the beat quoted here is more
realistic and less prone to attack:
There is a strong tendency in connected speech to
make stressd syllables follow each other as near iy
as Dossible at eaual distances.
So isochrony of stress is merely a tendency. But this
tendency is vital in beat recognition, for it is this
tendency of isochrony and some kind of perceived
prominence which work together to enable us to isolate the
syllables which receive beats from those which do not, the
latter necessarily unstressed syllables for the purpose
As regards the relation between the two kinds of
sentence stress, it should be noted that the accented
syllable, being highly prominent, invariably takes a beat.
4. The Relation between Sentence Stress and Word
ShrPRR
One way of looking at the primary word stress is
that it is the syllable which has the potential of being
spoken with marked pitch prominence in connected speech
and therefore realized as the syllable with tonic accent
which stands out from all other syllables in an intonation
unit. Indeed, the concern of the tonic accent is the word
as a whole, but relevant prominence is often only realized
in the syllable with primary word stress. A word spoken
in isolation forms an intonation unit in effect, in which
case there does not exist the question of which word to
choose as tonic, and primary word stress coincides with
tonic accent.
The relation between the beat and the word stress,
including the primary and the secondary, is less certain.
The beat generally falls on a syllable with word stress,
but in the other direction only some word stress take a
beat. Knowles (1974) demonstrated that a beat can fall
on a syllable without word stress and even reduced, such
as the syllable st3 and at in
Manchester, Westminster std westminste
at the moment et $0 m3um9nt
These instances of beat falling on syllables which people
would regard as unstressed have promted us to define the
unstressed syllable in the way we have, with a view to
preserving the recognized unstressed status of such beats.
3
A line under a syllable indicates beat
B. THE SOURCES OF UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES IN ENGLISH
1. Syllables Unstressed by Virtue of Word Stress
Placement
At one level of analysis, the word form determines
which syllables are stressed and which are not. Since a
syllable with word stress may eventually take neither
accent nor beat, the fact that a syllable takes word
stress does not tell us ultimately whether the syllable
is stressed in connected speech. On the other
hand, a syllable without word stress sufficiently
renders itself unstressed ultimately, except for some
very idiosyncratic cases when the very syllable is
particularly emphasized for some reason.
2. Syllables Unstressd by Virtue of Semantic Content
There is a limited set of words in English which
are predisposed by their semantic content to be uttered
without stress, unless (1) when spoken in isolation, (2)
when emphasized, or (3) when in the utterance final
position. Most of these words have alternative phonemic
forms when unstressed. It should be noted that not all of
them have a form for non-stress which is phonemically
different from their isolate form. For example, by the
side of other personal pronouns, all of which have usual
weak forms, I ai does not have one, although it is as
frequently unstressed as other personal pronouns
4
I ai may be reduced to d when extremely un¬
stressed. But this is by no means normal.
Table 1 contains those words which are frequently
said in their weak forms. These words are classified


































































hav, a v, v
hez, ez, z, t
had, ad, d





References: Gimson 1970, Palmer and Blanford 1955,
Jones 1960 and the EPD 1977.












































































































sent, snt, san, sn
nt, n
sa
These words belong to classes quite varied in
nature, but all of them have one unifying attribute —
they are all form (or grammatical or functional) words, as
opposed to content (or lexical) words. However, that all
form words are predisposed to be unstressed in connected
speech would be too strong a claim. Here frequency of use
and the number of syllables must also be considered. The
more common a form word, the more likely it is to be
unstressed in connected speech. Gimson (1960: 263) noted
that 42 of the well-known form words normally unstressed
are among the first 200 most common words in connected
6
speech. And, practically all of those form words
7
which are normally unstressed are monosyllables. That
polysyllables are less frequently unstressed are probably
due to considerations of preserving word-internal stress
contrast and of the tendency towards isochronous beats, as
two or more consecutive predisposed unstressed syllables
are more difficult to handle than only one.
£
These are: the, you, I, to, and, a, that, we, of,
have, is, are, for, at, he, but, there, do, as,
be, them, will, me, was, can, him, had, your,
been, from, my, or, she, by, some, her, his, us,
an. am. has. and shall.
7
Weak forms for because bikaz, kbz, kaz, any
am , and upon apan do exist. The lack of
stress mark (and thus the nonexistence of a stress
syllable) indicates the unstressed nature of these
forms. But they are only occasionally used.
says and old may not take a beat. Indeed they may
have no prominence at all, and are thus unstressed.
C. PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE IN
PMHTJ QH
1. Loudness
It is generally held that stressed syllables are on
average louder than unstressed syllables. However,
detailed information on the effect of non-stress on
loudness is lacking, owing to the following difficulties:
(1) Loudness is impressionistic and not objectively
ci nra h 1 = .
(2) The intrinsic sonority of vocoids bears on the
perception of loudness.
(3) Foundamental frequency bears on the perception of
1 nnrlnPQQ _
Despite these difficulties, McClean and Tiffany (1973)
were able to hold intrinsic sonority of vocoids and
fundamental frequency constant, and isolate the amplitude
(which is the acoustic correlate of loudness) for
objective measurement. He found that in normal speech,
the amplitude ratio of stress-to-unstressed syllabics is
around 2.2. This ratio, however, varies with the rate and
general loudness of speech:
Fast speech : 2.3
Slow speech : 1.9
Loud speech : 2.1
Soft speech : 1.4
3. Syllables Unstressed By Virtue of Sentence Rhythm
As many monosyllabic form words and all syllables
without word stress are predisposed unstressed syllables
in connected speech, and as some words are required to be
stressed by the meaning of the sentence for the reason of
emphasis or contrast, there is not much room for variation
of sentence stress. Indeed, giving a beat to all
syllables which are not unstressed per se makes
acceptable pronunciation most of the time. However,
rhythmic considerations do regulate the sentence stress
pattern in the following ways.
(1) The last word in an. utterance receives a beat. Even
monosyllabic form words become stressed and the strong
form is used in this situation.
(2) When several predisposed unstressed syllables are
adjacent to each other, one among them may be stressed
for ease of handling. For example in
How many of us will be there?
of will be pronounced tv and stressed in careful
speech.
(3) Words otherwise stressed may be unstressed when the
tempo of speech quickens if this is rhythmically
viable. For pxamol in
9
George says it's a load of old nonsense.
Q
Example from Gimson 1970 : 302
Example from Knowles 1974 : 12
Thus, even at the lower end, i.e. in soft speech, the un¬
stressed syllable is heard as noticeably softer than the
stressed.
2. Length
It is generally held that the unstressed syllable
in English is on average shorter than the stressed. But
stress is not the only determinant of length. Other
factors which affect the length of a segment are
snmmari sprl herp:
(1) A vowel before a voiceless sound is shorter than
otherwise.
(2) A long vowel (including the diphthong) is intrinsical¬
ly longer than a short vowel.
(3) The number of syllables a foot contains affects the
length of the unstressed syllable.
(4) An unstressed syllable following a beat tends to
occupy slightly more time than one preceding a beat
(Gimson 1970:2611
Again despite all this, McClean and Tiffany (1973) were
able to isolate the effect of stress on duration, and dem¬
onstrated that in normal speech, the ratio of stressed—•
to-unstressed syllablics is around 2.3, which is the
average of the values for stressed-unstressed and
unstressed-stressed sequences respectively. Like that for
amplitude, the ratio varies with general loudness and rate
of speech:
Loud speech : 2.2
Soft speech : 2.5
Fast speech : 2.4
Slow speech : 2.1
We are quite sure that it is the general tendency
for the unstressed syllable to be shortened, but we are
not quite sure of the extent to which the syllable is
shortened under different situations. Yet, McClean and
Tiffany (1973) did give us some general idea. They
contrasted sh.sa with sasa in connected speech, and
found that the unstressed sa is shortened by a greater
ratio in the final position than in the initial position,
chiefly because the stressed syllable in the final
position tends to be considerably longer than otherwise.
Besides, the duration ratio of stressed to unstressed
syllabics varies positively with rate and negatively with
general loudness of speech. Jones (1960:235) noted that
all short vowels I , £,3£,t,U, a , 0 vary in length
stress-wise as long vowels (including diphthongs) do,
but to a lesser extent. Finally, as beats tend to
follow each other at equal distances, the length of each
unstressed syllable will depend upon the number of
syllables occurring between the beats more syllables a
foot contains, shorter is each unstressed syllable. The
lower limit, however, remains unknown. We may conclude
that although it can be established that the unstressed
syllable tends to be considerably shorter than the
stressed, the exact length of an unstressed syllable
depends on a number of inter-related factors quite apart
from stressing, and no simple account is sufficient for
the elucidation of the matter.
3. Pitch
The unstressed syllable does not normally have
pitch prominence (Gimson 1970:267). But this does not
tell us exactly how the unstressed syllable behaves pitch-
wise because (1) the unstressd syllable occasionally does
have pitch prominence and (2) pitch prominence may result
from outstandingly highlow pitch or sharp pitch contour.
McClean and Tiffany (1973) reported that the fundamental
frequency of the stressed syllables was greater than the
corresponding unstressed syllables in 95% of the cases
they experimented with. It should be noted that their
experimentation was confined to the sentences Say sOsa
please and Say sasa please. Owing to their
imperatative nature there are only a limited number of in¬
tonation possibilities for each of these two sentences;
but the pitch of any syllable is dependent at least partly
on the intonation, and we cannot tell the pitch of an
unstressed syllable without considering the intonation at
the same time. Gimson (1970: 275-7) described the pitch
realization of unstressed syllables with reference to in¬
tonation considerations as follows:
(1) Before the first beat: normally relatively low but
high for special effect.
(2) Between the first beat and the nuclear accent: same
pitch as preceding beat but higher for special effect.
(3) Post-nuclear: low after a falling nuclear accent or
between a fall and a rise, but stepping upwards on
each unstressed syllable after a rising or falling—
rising nuclear accent.
Sometimes the rising portion of a falling-rising pitch
pattern does not step upwards on a syllable sequence but
is realized in a single unstressed syllable, i.e. making
it contoured, thus giving it pitch prominence while the




It is clear from Gimson's description that the
pitch level of the unstressed syllable is by no means uni¬
form. It can be of any height and may be contoured.
4. Quality
a . Vnwp1q
In English there is doubtless association of
certain vowel qualities with stressed and unstressec
syllables. The most outstanding example is the vowel ,
which occurs only in unstressed syllables. Besides 9,
i and a are also favoured vowels in the unstressec
syllable. The close association of these vowels with
the unstressed syllable can be seen from the following
table, which shows the alternation between these 3 vowels
and other vowels in the strong and weak forms of certain
form words mentioned above and of words which have weak
forms when they occur as the second element of certain
compound words.
Examole from Gimson 1970:22
The curved line is the graphic representation of
pitch movement and the heavy dot indicates accent
12
Examples of the latter kind from Jones 1960:136
Reduced Source
















be, been, he, me, she, the, we
do, who, you
men (gentlemen), pence (twopence),
penny (halfpenny), sense (nonsense)
am, an, and, as, at, can, had, has,
have, shall, than, that, man




board (cupboard), ford (Oxford), for
could, should, would, do dj





That the cases of vowels alternating with 0 out¬
number those of vowels alternating with l and U and
the existence of instances for j reduced to O, as well
as the unique association of O with the unstressed
syllable, indicate that d is the most favoured vowel for
the unstressed syllable. In fact I and V usually only
13
alternate with their corresponding long vowels. 0 is
13
ei alternates with I as well as with er
e.g. separate sp3reit versus sepret, seprit
and face feis versus preface prefrs, prefes.
This can be explained by the qualitative
similarity between ei and i.
also distinguished by its readiness for deletion. The







































What is peculiar to a and what is peculiar to the
group of vowels a, 1 , U? The answer appears to be that
a takes the most neutral tongue position and these 3
vowels are the only vowels which are short, non-low, and
central or centralized at the same time. The tendency for
the vowel in unstressed syllables to become A), or
U is in effect the tendency of centralization or laxing.
Since i: and u: are high, they are apt to be attracted
towards I and U respectively, which are also
Icomparatively high. U is further reducible to o
because the latter is even more central than the former.
b. Consonants
The kind of alternation found in vowels is not
commonly found in consonants. However, the feature
aspiration pertaining to fortis stops does seem to be
associated with stressed more than with unstressed syl¬
lables. O'Conner (1973:131-2) noted that when p, t, k
are initial and in a stressed syllable, they are usually
accompanied by aspiration, whereas in an unstressed
syllable, such aspiration is either absent or rather weak.
For example compare the p in pin and polite.
Another instance of alternation of consonants in response
to stress is one between h and Gt. h tends to be
deleted in an unstressed syllable which is not in an
utterance initial position. For example, all of the h$


















The following examples show the alternation betwee










To the extent that aspiration after a voiceless
stop resembles [h] phonetically (Brosnahan and Malmberg
1970) it is quite natural that the phonetic feature
aspiration and the phoneme h behave alike vis-a-vis
stress.
Another phenomenon pertaining to consonants
peculiar to the unstressed syllable in English is the syl¬
labification of sonorants. Syllabicity in the unstressed












Among the five sonorants, l, n stand out as much
more frequently syllabic. Wells (1965) stated that a
minority of RP speakers distinguish between [n, 1] and
[an, al] for the existence of such minimal or near
minimal pairs like pattern pitan and Patton ptn. For
the majority of speakers who do not thus distinguish, [m,
n, 1] can be analyzed as phonologically non-distinctive
with am,an,el and [r] with ar or re, as for ex¬











[fi nali , fdrnlx ]i
X
[memari , memri ]
N
[laibrdri, laj brri ]I
X J X
The pronunciation [beikfj] of bacon beikgn
involves homorganic assimilation in addition to Q
deletion.
The above account of the syllabic sonorants in
English suggests that such syllabification is a result of
6 deletion, or more excactly works hand in hand with it.
Indeed, 0is more readily deleted when preceding a
sonorant or after r than othrewise, probably because
syllabicity can be retained after such deletion.
CHAPTER III
THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE IN MANDARIN
A. TONES IN MANDARIN
1. Tone Type
In Ancient Chinese, four types of tones are
distinguished, namely, pfng, shang, qu, and ru. Each
character in Ancient Chinese is associated with one of the
four tones, so the universe of Chinese characters are
divisible into four sets according to which Ancient tones
they belong to. The four tone labels are still used
nowadays when describing Modern Chinese. This is partly
because the four sets of characters are still significant
sets, in the sence that characters falling in a set in the
Ancient tonal system tend to fall in a set too in the
Modern tonal system, regardless of which variety of Modern
Chinese in focus (Chao 1972:67). Accordingly, the ping,
shang, and qu sets of characters still distinguish one set
from the others by tone in Modern Mandarin, with the ping
set further divided into yin-ping and yang-ping. Such
division corresponds to the distinction between the
voiceless and voiced Ancient Chinese initials
respectively. However, the rti set of characters do not
behave homogeneously. Rather, they have redistributed
themselves over the other four Mandarin tones (Dong
1955:139-140). In consequence, Modern Mandarin
distinguishes four tones, namely, yln-ping, yang-ping,
shang, and qii. These labels have historical and therefore
also interdialectal significance. Alternatively, one can
use labels which are more neutral. In fact, ordinal
lables, i.e. first tone, second tone, third tone, and
fourth tone (abbreviated as Tl, T2, T3 and T4) are
very commonly employed to represent the yTn-ping, yang--
ping, shang and qu tones respectively.
2. Tone Shape
The division into the respective historically
significant tones does not by itself tell us how each
tone is phonetically realized, on the one hand because the
phonetic realization of a particular tone changes
historically and geographically and on the other because
in no way can we know for sure how these tones were
phonetically realized in the past (Chao 1972:67). As for
the semantically empty ordinal labels, they are even less
committed. Difference of tone in Mandarin is in fact
realized as the differences in pitch, length, force, and
the state of the glottis at the same time, but the most
significant realization is pitch as a function of time
(Chao 1972: 60). The shape of a tone, i.e. the value of
pitch as it moves against time, can be represented by two
numbers (3 for a circumflex tone), each denoting the pitch
level at a point of time. One system proposed by Chao
differentiates five levels of pitch, with 1 denoting the
lowest and 5 the highest. The tone notation used
throughout this paper is a graphic one, placed over the
main vowel. Table 2 shows the notation and shape of the
four basic Mandarin tones.
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While the tone shape is phonologically an unduely
detailed description of a tone, the historical and ordinal
labelling suffers from lack of (at least synchronic)
motivation. Cheng (1966) presented a distinctive feature
15
matrix for Mandarin tones as shown in Table 3.
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However, the first person who applies the concept
of distinctive features in the analysis of Mandarin
tones is probably S.Y. Wang.
TABLE 3
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He argued that the features [high], [rise] and [fall] are
sufficient for the description of Mandarin tones. Presu¬
mably his approach is theoretically more sound, and helps
explain certain phenomena of tone change, to which we turn
immediately.
4. Tone Change
The existence of the tone sandhi T3+T3 yr2+T3
in Mandarin is well known. Cheng argued that the simplest




which in essence is a dissimilation rule for two or more
consecutive low tones.
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But he noted that if other Mandarin varieties
than Guoyu are considered as a whole, the rule
needed would be r , • , i
+ high
[- high] — [+ riSe J I hi9hl i
There is another tone sandhi rule which works only
for the lexical items one and bu_ not and
optionally for q_i seven and ba eight, which Cheng
formulated as :
»-[+ rise] + high
+ fall
5. The Neutral Tone
In speech, not every syllable can be identified
with one of the four basic tones. There are two kinds of
syllables in neutral tone. The first kind is inter¬
jections, e.g. [£,0 , m, ei]. Chao (1968: 318) remarked
that they are neutral with regard to tone, and are com¬
parable to the utterance of a monosyllable of a non-tonal
language. The second kind is the particularly non-
prominent syllables, which this paper regards as
representing the absence of stress. An interjection is in
fact a sentence on its own and therefore the pitch move¬
ment solely manifests intonation. The pitch of an
unstressed syllable, on the other hand, is dependent on
other factors, which we deal with later in this chapter.
Incidentally, the notation in this paper for an unstressed
syllable is a dot before the syllable, as for example the
plural suffix is written .men.
B. THE WORKING OF STRESS IN MANDARIN
1. Word Stress
The bulk of Modern Mandarin vocabulary consists of
monosyllables and disyllables. Monosyllables are
presumably stressed. As for disyllables, Chao (1968:29)
noted that a two-syllable compound or phrase will have a
slightly greater stress on the second syllable, unless it
is in the neutral tone. Thus, disyllables without a neu¬
tral tone have distinguishable degrees of stress in the
two syllables. Together with the markedly non-prominent
neutral tone syllable, there are three degrees of stress.
Kratochvil (1967) argued that the difference between the
mild stress in the pre-stress position and the neutral
tone in the post-stress position are merely positional
variants of the same feature of non stress. His analysis
has the merit of economy in the degrees of stress, but
only at the expense of putting a syllable with full tone
and one with neutral tone under the same category un¬
stressed syllable. To the extent that a full tone
syllable does not suit our definition of the unstressed
syllable, we will always treat it as stressed, neverthe¬
less admitting that two degrees of stress are distin¬
guished for the stressed syllable.
As in English, Mandarin word stress is free.
Often, otherwise identical items are distinguished by





Sometimes even items written as the same characters are






The question arises whether Mandarin word stress is
predictable by any means. Phonologically alone, it is
practically unpredictable, as minimal pairs distinguished
only by stress are so numerous. It appears that the only
possible resort is to semantic, syntactic, and
morphological considerations. As the majority of Mandarin
17
disyllables are quasi-iambic, the prediction of stress
in disyllables is in effect the derivation of non-stress.
Cheng (1973) juxtaposed for comparison quasi-iambic and
trochaic words which are morphologically alike, and came
to the conclusion that no general rule can be formulated







While both are primary words, only the second is trochaic,
and so we cannot claim that primary words are trochaic,
though we are often tempted to do so.
Dow (1972) made an analysis of trochaic words in
Chinese. They were classified according to word-
formation and types of words. The following is a
summary.
Label after Dow 1972
18
Which he called syntactic information.
19
(1) Words with atonic suffixes:
e9 z i ' ~»tou (nominal suffixes)
-.le (perfective aspect suffix)




(3) VO nominal compounds:
e.g. fu.shou banister
ding.zhen thimble
(4) Words with an empty second element:
N x
e.g. yue moon yue.1iang moon
1iang bright 1ing.tang bright
(5) Compounds of synonyms:
e3 peng.you (friend + friend) friend
xi.huan (to like + like) to like
(6) Compounds of antonyms:
e.g. dong.xi (east + west) things
mai.mai (buy + sell) trade
(7) Words with an item normally unstressed as a suffix in
a diayllabic compound.
e.g. -.jiang craftsman—»mu.jiang carpenter
-.qian money—jia.gian price
What Dow has done is no more than make a classi¬
fication and it is simple logic that the existence of
19
See p.42 for the concept of atonic items in
Mandarin.
trochaic words with a certain type of word-formation
pattern does not by itself prevent the existence of quasi-
iambic words with the same pattern. In other words,
counter-examples exist. Dow was not totally unaware of
this, because he said, when trying to establish that
primary words are trochaic:
Not all the quasi-iambic words are inseparable, but
almost all trochaic words are and some of them are
further regarded as disyllabic morphemes.(1972:31)
This suggests that at least some quasi-iambic words are
primary words. It follows that primary words fail as a
sufficient condition for the derivation of the trochee.
Indeed, Cheng's example n{l6ng nylon serves as a
counter-example here too. Cheng's other counter-examples,
like weisheng sanitation, tuhua picture, and daxiao
size, also serve as counter-examples for types (3), (5),
and (6) respectively.
So the following statement by Dow is really not
well supported by his own analysis:
there are several rules to distinguish
trochaic words from quasi-iambic words according
to word-formation and type of words. (1972: 30)
But it is incorrect to suggest that there are no clues at
all for the determination of stress placement in di-
syllables, as was suggested in Cheng 1973. Isolating the
set of normally unstressed morphemes is already a very
useful method of spotting trochaic words. But we will
leave this until we discuss the strong and weak forms. As
far as word structure is concerned, Dow (1972) was able to
identify certain word-structural types which correlate
with trochaic words. For example, primary words, VO
nominal compounds, and words with an empty second element
are structures highly correlated with trochaic words.
Compounds of synomyms and antonyms also show correlation
with trochaic words, but to a lesser extent. However, Dow
left out one kind of word structure which always results
in trochaic words : reduplicated nouns such as ba.ba
father and xYng.xing, star. If we extend the domain
of analysis to include the quadrisyllables, a further rule
can be observed: the second syllable of an onomatopoeia
is unstressed as a rule, for example, j 1.1iguala and
dIng.1ingdanglang.
As for the semantic features of a word, first note
the following comment by Chao:
Most literary expressions, new terms about modern life
and scientific terms do not contain the neutral tone.
Of what remains, namely colloquial expressions of old
standing, one would like to be able to say that they
have neutral tones, but actually some do and some
don't (1968: 38-9)
It is rather clear to us that such features as literary,
modern, and scientific have a definite negative effect
on the derivation of trochaic words, while the positive
effect of such features as colloquial, and old is less
definite.
To conclude, there are word-structural and semantic
features which show correlation of varying degrees with
trochaic words, and all these features are co-determinants
of word stress.
As for stress in polysyllables, Kratochvil (1967:
69-72) noted the following regularity:
(1) Atonic items remain unstressed.
(2) Trochaic items contained in the polysyllable remains
trochaic, e.g. luo.bo radish—.huluo.bo carrot.
(3) The second syllable of a trisyllable is optionally un¬
stressed if the trisyllable does not contain any pre¬
disposed unstressed syllable, e.g. hua.shengyou
peanut oil (cf. huasheng peanut).
(4) The only syllable not predisposed unstressed which may
exist will be stressed, e.g. zhan.qi.lai.le to have
stood up.
Kratochvil did not mention the stress pattern of con¬
structions of more than three syllables without any pre¬
disposed unstressed syllable, but remarked that it is not
phonologically distincitive for not involving any minimal
pairs. However, Luo and Wang (1957: 134) mentioned that
the second syllable of a quadrisyllable is often unstress-
ed, e.g. xia.shuobadao talk rubbish (cf. xiashuo talk
rubbish). They generalized saying that non-stress tends
to fall on the second syllable of a construction, whatever
the number of syllables it contains. Their generalization
is apparently correct.
That trochaic words are primarily associated with
old expressions can be understood in two ways with
different implications. It may mean that the old age of a
word is responsible for its being trochaic, or it may mean
that the date of birth of a word is responsible. The
first reading implies that new expressions will one day
become trochaic by virtue of old age. The second reading
implies that the number of trochaic words is decreasing
following the elimination of dated expressions. Dow
(1972: 18) probably took the second reading, when he
claimed that the number of trochaic words had been de¬
creasing and predicted that it would go on decreasing.
According to him, the decrease is effected in two ways:the
elimination of certain old trochaic expressions, and the
recovering of tone of the trochaic expresssions still in
use. Moreover, he claimed, without furnishing substantial
evidence, that there is the process of derivation of some
quasi-iambic words from trochaic words in the manner:
trochee —t optional trochee — quas i-iambus .
In order to clarify the above uncertainty, a
comparison was made between the collection of words in
Hanyu Cidian Dictionary of Chinese 1957 (HC) and Xiandai
Hanyu Cidian 1977 (XHC) containing in no systematic way
one or more unstressed or optionally unstressed syllables.
HC is an abridged version of Guoyu Cidian 1937, and thus
represents the state of Mandarin in the 30's. XHC is
based on its pilot edition published in 1965, and thus
represents the state of Mandarin in the 60's. We use HC
instead of Guoyu Cidian because the former is of similar
scale to XHC.
In picking out the itmes in question (which, foe
ease of reference, we now label as U-items), we exclude
items with -.zi as suffix, reduplicated nouns onomat¬
opoeic quadrisyllables, and polysyllabic constructions
which contain trochaic words as their constituants, as the
unstressed syllables in these constructions are
systematic.
The total number of U-items in HC is 2543, and in
XHC, 1379. Over the thirty years, the number of U-iterns
has decreased nearly by half. This is in agreement with
one of Dow's claims. 633 U-iterns from HC do not appear in
XHC as entries. If this represents the elimination of
dated U-items, then there are also 201 newly-born U-items,
for 201 U-items from XHC do not appear in HC as entries.
The statistics show that both elimination and birth of U~
items are under way, but with different strength. 142
items appear as U-items in XHC but as ordinary items in
HC. 142 is a small number compared with 2548. Therefore,
the number of newly derived U-items is relatively
insignificant. On the other hand, 879 items appear as
U-items in HC but as ordinary items in XHC. Of these, 608
are optional U-items. From these statistics, we can
conclude that part of Dow's claim, that is, the derivation
of iambic words from optionally trochaic words as a
significant diachronic process, is confirmed.
The above statistics also suggest that each of the
two readings mentioned above (of trochaic words1
association with old expressions), if taken alone, does
not explain adequately the development of U-items. Rather
either reading sheds light on the real picture of their
development without contradicting the other. It seems
that more familiar (usually older) an expression, the more
likely it will become U-items, ceteris paribus. At the
same time the repertoire of U-items in the Mandarin lexic¬
on is ready to hold is getting smaller.The combined effect
is that while many U-items or optonal U-items recover
their tones and still others are eliminated from the
everyday vocaburary, a small number of new familiar items
nevertheless become U-iterns.
2. Strong and Weak Forms
Not every character can be readily identified with
one of the four basic tones in Mandarin. For example, the
interrogative particle .ma is normally spoken with a
neutral tone. Neutral tone is characteristic of either
interjection or non-stress. As .ma is normally spoken
with a neutural tone. Neutral tone is characteristic of
either interjection or non-stress. As .ma is not an
interjection, it must be unstressed. Items normally iri
neutral tone because of lack of stress are said to be
atonic. Atonic items may not be a free item as .ma is.
It may be bound, like -.men (plural suffix). It may even
be part of a morpheme like .tao in pu.tao grapes. The
last kind of atonic items are not productive at all. They
should be studied as part of the form of the morpheme
(normally a word) to which they belong. It is atonic
morphemes which are worth studying independently because,
first, they are used relatively productively, and second,
they fall into semantico-syntactic groups which render
them easily recognizable.
The fact that atonic items are normally said in the
neutral tone does not imply that they do not have a tone
under any situation. Indeed they tend to have a tone in
emphatic or contrastive stress, and occasionally in
citation. For example pu.tao could, if one wish, be pro-
X
nounced putao. Most of these citation tones are
etymological. According to Chao (1972:66), etymologicaL-
ly speaking, more than 99% of the morphemes can be
identified with one of the four basic tones. It is
because of the existence of these citation tones that we
are able to speak of the strong and weak forms of a
n ui 20
syllable.
The dichotomy of strong and weak forms is not
peculiar to atonic items . Some morphemes are unstressd
only when they become the second syllable of a disyllabic
compound, e.g. jiang craftsman (cf. jiangren craftsman
and mu.jiang carpenter). These alternating morphemes,
like the atonic affixes, serve as important clues for
identifying trochaic words.
3. Sentence Stress
Two kinks of sectence stress are operative in
Mandarin. The first kind is emphatic stress, taken in its
broad sense to include what we might call contrastive
stress. Placing emphatic stress on a syllable brings the
syllable into particular focus. For example, TA hen pang
HE is fat implies that he rather than the other man is
— v N
fat, while jta hen PANG He is FAT is a comment on an
20
The strong form may not be segmentally idential
with the weak form, for example, the strong forms
for -,de (adjectival suffix) and -.le (perfective
aspect suffix) are di and 1iao respectively.
However the assocation~~Is not well-motivated. For
both words, the two forms seem to be put together
by virtue of the fact that they share the same
character.
unexpected fact (Kratochvil 1967:172). The phonetic
features of the emphatically stressed syllable is the
further extension of features characterizing stressed
syllables at the word level (173). Even an atonic item
can be emphatically stressed, when it will be pronounced
in some full tone. In other words, the strong form is
used .
The second kind of sentence stress is the
rhythmical beat. Kratochvil is probably among the first
linguists to attach importance to rhythm in Mandarin
sentences:
Non-emphatic sentences uttered in moderately slow
tempo in Peking Dialect share a general tendency
towards rhythmical patterning in the form of
regular alternation of stressed and unstressed
syllables. This tendency can be observed
particularly in sentences which do not contain
recurrent polysyllabic constructions. (1967: 164)
Note that Katochvil's conception of the unstressed
syllable differs from ours in that it may have tonal
characteristics. Therefore, though he was quite right in
pointing out that the rhythmical tendency can render some
syllables less stressed, we are still not in a position to
tell which of these syllables are then qualified to be
unstressed syllables as we have defined the term. Any¬
way it is enough for our purpose here to note that an
otherwise stressed syllable falling off the rhythmical
beat may lose its tone, i.e. render itself unstressed.
The relation between the emphatic stress and the
beat is a simple one: the emphatic stress must fall on a
beat.
4. The Relation between Tone, Word Stress and
Sentence Stress
Full tone, i.e. identification with a basic tone,
is characteristic of both word stress and sentence stress,
except for interjections; hence our definition of the un¬
stressed syllable. Non-beats, however, may not be in the
neutral tone. Full tone is an indication of stress in
monosyllables as well as polysyllables, because atonic
monosyllables are really words with no stress at all and
atonic suffixes remain unstressed as part of a word.
As for the relation between word stress and
sentence stress. Kratochvil (1967:167) stated that the
stress pattern of disyllables and atonic syllables appears
as rigid features which do not yield to the general
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rhythmical tendency. The rhythm of sentence adjusts
itself in one way or another to match it. Such stress
pattern then functions as what may be called a fixed
point of stress in sentences. So it is by and large
tonic monosyllables and recurrent constructions of more
than two syllables which are subject to the rhythmical
adjustment.
21
Unless, of course, an otherwise unstressed
syllable is emphatically stressed
C. SOURCES OF UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES IN MANDARIN
1. Unstressed by Virtue of Stress placement at Word
Level
Since the unstressed syllable in trochaic words is
ultimately unstressed unless emphatically stressed,
trochaic words are an important source of unstressed
syllables in Mandarin. Some of the unstressed syllables
in trochaic words are suffixes. These are of two kinds.
One kind consists of what called quasi-atonic suffixes.
These quasi-atonic suffixes have three important charac¬
teristics: (1) They are very often unstressed as a suffix,
with a particular meaning, e.g. -.jiang craftsman, (2)
They have limited productivity, though not entirely non¬
productive. For example, from -.j iang, pif. j iang
tanner,mu.jiang carpenter, xie. jiang shoe-maker,
shi.jiang stonemason, tong.jiang coppersmith, and
tie.jiang blacksmith are virtually all that can be
derived; (3) They may occur in a position not normally
assumed by a suffix, where they always have a tone, e.g.
jiangren craftsman. It is not an easy job to delimit
the class of quasi-atonic suffixes. TABLE 4 contains a
2 2
list of examples chosen from Dow 1972:31-45.
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Dow1s original list include many items which do
not qualify as quasi-atonic suffixes mainly
because his examples of trochaic words include
many which are found to be non-trochaic in fact,






Morpheme in a Word













The other kind of suffixes in trochaic words are
the truly atonic suffixes, which will be discussed in the
next section.
As for non-suffixed trochaic words, apart from
word-structure considerations discussed above, there is no
clue for recognizing them. Here, non-stress of the second
syllable is part of the lexical information of the word.
2. Atonic Morphemes
Atonic morphemes may be words or suffixes. Atonic
suffixes are discussed together with atonic words rather
than under the last section concerning trochaic words
because, on the one hand, the feature atonic is shared
by both categories and renders them liable to behave alike
as far as the process of derivation of the unstressed
syllable is concerned, and on the other, the boundary
between atonic words and atonic suffixes is by no means
clear-cut. TABLE 5 shows the classes of atonic morphemes:
TABLE 5
ATONIC MORPHEMES CLASSIFIED


































zhuo.shang on the table
di.xia on the floor















Other members of this class include .lei, . 1 i,
. lou, .ma, (particle indicating obvious reason)
.me, .ne, .la, .de, and .a.
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When attached to morphemes other than verbs, it
is always unstressed.
3, Unstressed by Virtue of Surface Sentence Structure
Some unstressed syllables are derived from
syllables with full tones, with reference to the surface
syntactic structure.
These are of several types:
(1) Pronouns as objects
e.g. .ta_ in j io . ta lai summon him here and
ba .ta jiao »lai summon him here;
25
(2) Directional complements
e.g. .lai in na to bring here,
V
.chu.lai in zou .chu.lai to come out and
.qi.lai in zhan .qi.lai to stand up;
2 fi
(3) Some resultative complements
e.g. .zhu in zhuo .zhu to catch and
.jian in ting .jian to hear;
(4) The sequence of yl one + verb in the construction
_ 2 7
verb + zl + verb, where is deletable,
e.g. xiao-.yi-.xiao, xiao-.xiao laugh a
little;
25
Other members of this class include: .qii, . xia,
.guo.gu, .jin.gu, .xia.gu, .shang.gu, and ,hui.lai
2 6
Lin (1957:163) remarked that not all resultative
complements are unstressed. The only other itmes
which can _be unstressed are .diao off, .si
dead, .kai away, .dao arriving, and .zhao
s n n n r c f 111 M .
Which Chao ( 1968: 38) referred to as verbs re¬
duplicated as cognate objects.
(5) The sequence bu not + AdjVerb in the construction
AdjVerb + bu + AdjVerb,
e.g. gu-.bu-.bu go or not go and
hao-.bu-.hao good or not good.
4. Unstressed by Virtue of Sentence Rhythm
Sentence rhythm further modifies the distribution
of stress in a sentence. It will render some of the
otherwise stressed syllables unstressed. The exact extent
of such modification is not clear, except in very general
terms, as for example, the fact that syllables with
secondary word stress or optionally unstressed have
stronger tendency to lose the tone completely than other
kinds of syllables.
D. PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE IN
MANDARIN
Kratochvil pointed to the difficulty of isolating
the phonetic properties of stress in a tone language like
Mandarin Chinese:
Since the acoustic dimensions of stress and tone
are the same ( that is the same in quality, not in
function), it is obviously difficult to discuss
the phonetic shape of one without referring to the
other, particularly when the two features occur
together the phonetic features of stress vary
according to the syllables1 tones. (1968:41)
Kratochvil1s conception of the unstressed syllable
2 8
in Mandarin differs from ours. His unstressed syllable
inevitably involves the complication of tone.
28See P.31.
Since oar stressed syllable never has a tone, such
complication is not present. Bat his description of the
phonetic properties of the unstressed syllable still
serves as a valuable reference.
1. Loudness
It is generally held that the unstressed syllable
in Mandarin is uttered in a softer voice than the
stressed. However, experiments on the intensity level of
the unstressed syllable in Mandarin are lacking. For
example, Zadoenko (1958) and Dow (1972) did not include
intensity as part of the object of their experiments on
the phonetic properties of the unstressed syllable. As a
result, the exact position of loudness in the unstressed
syllable is not very well understood. Fortunately,
Kratochvil (1968: 42-3) did provide us with a description.
He was concerned not only with loudness but also loudness
against time. According to him, weak stress modifies
loudness in all of the four basic tones. For T1 and T3
syllables, only negative influence is operative; i.e. they
are heard as less loud than when strongly stressed.
However, the weakly stressed T2 syllable is even louder at
the beginning though less loud towards the end than the
strongly stressed, and the weakly stressed T4 syllables,
less loud at the beginning though louder towards the end.
Following a stressed syllable this unstressed syllable
is subject to further modification of non-stress, when it
becomes still less loud and the distribution of loudness
over time tends to be less pronounced. Since it is this
type of syllable which comes close to our kind of
unstressed syllable, and since our unstressed syllable is
expected to be further modified by non-stress, we are
quite safe to base our views on his description and to
claim that the unstressed syllable is less loud than the
stressed one.
2. Length
Zadoenko's (1958) experiment shows that the
unstressed syllable is on average one half of the stressed
29
syllable in duration. The exact extent of shor¬
tening varies from case to case. Further experiments
which isolated different variables were carried out.
These variables were : (1) the tone of the preceding syl¬
lable, (2) the original tone of the unstressed syllable,
(3) its initial and (4) its final. It was found that the
extent of shortening is independent of any one of these
four variables. For example, while the intrinsic length
of the four basic tones differ, they are of approximately
equal length when unstressed. The fluctuation in the
length of the unstressed syllable is mainly due to the
subjective monitoring of the speaker.
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The experiment also shows that the stressed
syllable preceding the unstressed syllable in
disyllables is also shorter than either of the two
syllables when both are stressed, though the
shortening is of a lower degree than that of the
unstressed syllable itself. This, I suspect, show
the difference between citation and colloquial
tempo, rather than the direct influence of the
following unstressed syllables.
The experiment also shows that the final shortens
to a greater extent than the initial.
3. Pitch
The pitch of the unstressed syllable is surely
independent of the full tone it may originally be asso¬
ciated with but is dependent largely on the tone of the
preceding syllable. Chao (1968: 36) described the pitch
of the unstressed syllable (on his 5-point tonal scale) as
follows:
2 after Tl, e.g. ta.de his
3 after T2, e.g. huang.de yellow
4 after T3, e.g. rn.de your
1 after T4, e.g. da.de big
Chao's description above is widely taken for
granted, in respect of both the non-contoured nature and
the pitch level of the unstressed syllable. However,
3 0
experimental studies reported by Dreher and Lee (1966),
Zadoenko (1958), and Dow (1972) show that the unstressed
syllable is in fact contoured. Table 6 shows the pitch
contours of the unstressed syllable as they reported:
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As reported in Cheng 1973:56. Dreher, John and
Pao-ch'en Lee's (1966) Instrumental Investigation
of Singled and Paired Mandarin Tonemes (Douglas
Advanced Research Laboratory) is not available.
TABLE 6





















All three studies agree on the following points:
(1) The unstressed syllable falls except when after T3.
(2) The end-point of the unstressed syllable is low except
when after T3.
The regularity points to a generalization. With the
3 2
feature matrix of Mandarin tones taken for granted,
the uniqueness of the unstressed syllable after T3 can be
explained by the feature low uniquely associated with
T3. Such being the case, the pitch realization of the
unstressed syllable is a process of dissimilation. It is
comparatively high after a low tone but low after a high
tone. The contour can be looked upon as caused by the
pitch transition from the end-point of the preceding tone
towards the target.
31
Pitch measured on the 5-point scale.
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See P. 32.
The foregoing applies to enclitic unstressed
syllables only. Chao (1968) mentioned that there exist
3 3
a few cases of proclitic unstressed syllables ,





Most of the time it is the main vowel in the
unstressed syllable that is subject to modification. Any
semi-vowel which precedes or follows it, while serving as
contextual condition for certain modifications of the main
vowel, is usually unaffected itself, except that it is
deletable when following a mid main vowel.
Vowels of different height behave rather
differently in the unstressed syllable. Consider the
following cases of modification of low vowels:
mian.hua cotton : [hua] [hufe] [hud] — [huo]
hui. lai to come back : [ 1 ai] — [ 136i]—y [ldi]—[lei]
kan. j ian to see : [tiaen]—[t£?ikn]—[tpi0n]—[t£in]
The array shows three degrees of laxing of the low vowel.
For the first degree, a slightly raised andor centralized
33
.huo.zhe or is the only example he raised. It
is not entirely clear what other proclitic
unstressed syllables exist.
References: Cheng 1973: chapter 7 and Dow 1972:4-6.
variant of the vowel is used. Hence the changes [a]— [c J r
[a]—[e] and [£]—[£]. For the second degree, [9] is used
in place of [p, £ , t]. For the third degree, the follow¬










Both rules are found in Cheng 1973, where they are
formulated for the derivation of tonic phonetic finals
from their underlying representations as well as for the
derivation of the finals in the unstressed syllable in
very rapid speech. The first rule is labelled the
Backness Rule, for it concerns the assimilation in back-
ness of a vowel to an adjacent segment, and the second
rule, the Schwa Deletion Rule. In the example above,
[huo] and [lei] are the result of the application of the
Backness Rule, while [tpin], the Schwa Deletion Rule.
The first two degrees of modification are clearly
instances of segment laxing. At the third degree, it
involves segment tensing which ultimately results in
diphthongs and triphthongs with shorter distance of tongue
movement, which is necessary in rapid speech in view of
the shortness of the unstressed syllable.
The modification of the mid vowel involves two
kinds of processes:
_
(1) [VI weakened to [9 ], e.g. ge.ge elder brother
[ktfktf] —» [ktfka]
(2) The second element in all diphthongs except [ye] is
deleted, e.g. xiao. j ie Miss: (jbiaut£?ie] [6iautpi]
The only mid vowel left is [9], which is lax in itself,
3 5
and is not normally weakened any further.
High vowels are normally unchanged in the un¬
stressed syllable, with the following exceptions:
(1) A high vowel with a fricative or affricate initial may













(2) As the general nominal suffix, zi and -.ze
alternates.
Clearly the complexity of modification decreases
with vowel height. This can be explained by the relation
between sonority and vowel height on the one hand and the
distance of tongue movement on the other.
3 5 „ ,
But note the change in ta.men they ([t aman]
[tham] ) and na.me thus ( [nama]—[nam] ). These
are idiosyncratic cases, thought to be due to the
high frequency of occurrence of the word and the
impossibility of ambiguity: m as a phoneme
never occurs syllable-finally.
b. Consonants
Zadoenko (1958:585) observed that aspirated stops
in unstressed syllables tend to lose or partly lose the
aspiration, e.g. pu.tao grape [phutau] and unaspirated
stops and fricatives tend to become voiced.
CHPATER IV
CONTRASTING THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLE IN ENGLISH AND MANDARIN
A. SOURCES OF UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES
1. Unstressed Suffixes
Many unstressed syllables in both English and
Mandarin are unstressed because they are intrinsically so
at the morpheme level. Most of these intrinsically un¬
stressed morphemes are suffixes. Here we start with the
homogeneously unstressed class of suffix, the inflectional
suffix. As far as stress is concerned, there is an
important characteristic of the inflectional suffix in
both English and Mandarin which should be noted: it has
absolutely no effect on the placing of word stress when
attached to a stem. This also implies that the syllabic
inflectional suffix will always be unstressed itself.
There are eight inflectional suffixes in English, but only
five in Mandarin. Table 7 shows the correspondence
between the two sets :
TABLE 7

















Plural -.men ta.men they
Possessive -.de ta.de his
Perfective
Aspect





sive Aspect to be walking
Plural suffixes and possessive suffixes, all unstressed,
exist in both languages. Present tense and past tense
suffixes do not exist in Mandarin, which makes use of
other devices than inflection to mark an action as past
or present. Similarly, Mandarin does not have comparative
and superlative suffixes. As for participles, though
there does not exist the syntactic category participle
in Mandarin, the aspect suffixes in Mandarin are neverthe¬
less comparable to the participle suffixes in English.
The aspect suffixes in Mandarin are similar to the
3 6
Only syllabic variants are listed.
Iparticiple suffixes in English with regard to morpholo¬
gical status, but to the aspect constructions have +
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-en and be + -ing with regard to grammatical
function To the extent that each morpheme in the
constructions have + -en and be + -ing is normally
unstressed, the atonic nature of the aspect suffixes in
Mandarin is compatible with the regularity for non-stress
in English, in terms of both morphological status and
arammatical function.
No doubt the feature of non-stress in inflectional
suffixs are highly regular in both languages, but we are
at present not in a position to say how significant this
regularity is as we have not compared this kind of
suffixes with other kinds of suffixes (or other kinds of
morphemes). Now we consider one of these other kinds,
namely, derivational suffixes.
There are certain atonic or quasi-atonic deriva¬
tional suffixes in Mandarin, e.g. the nominal suffixes
-.z_i, -. tou and -. ba, the adjectival suffixes -. de and
-.de.huang, the adverbial suffixes -.me, and -.de, and the
semantically more substantial suffixes -.jiang, -.qi etc.,
which we have presented on p.47-8. It might seem that
these items can be compared with the derivational suffixes
in English, which, as the following examples show, remain
unstressed when attached to a base.
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These derivational suffixes in English, however, differ
from the Mandarin ones in that they will change the stress
placing of the base, as a comparison of the base and the
derived word will show.
As far as identifying the suffix as the unstressed
syllable is concerned, it is apparently sufficient for us
to generalize that suffixes remain unstressed in a word.
However, we should be aware of the fact that a base to
which a derivational suffix is attached may contain a
derivational suffix itself. Thus we might worry that a
derived suffix be rendered stressed as a result of the
attachment of another affix. These examples are
apparently not easy to find: perhaps the derivation
artifice — artificial—artificiality serves as a
typical one. This is because the derivational suffixes
listed above do not come after another derivation




















The suffixes -ship, -ism, -ly, -ness, -wise, -ist are
among those derivational suffixes which often come after
other suffixes and which will never change the stress
placing of the base. Now it is time for us to examine the
English and Mandarin derivational and inflectional
suffixes together. Inflectional and derivational suffixes
differ from each other in two respects: (1) inflectional
suffixes must follow all derivational suffixes; and (2)
inflectional suffixes are more productive. It seems that
it is the post-positional tendency and productivity which
account for the atonic nature of certain derivational
suffixes in Mandarin and the characteristic of never
changing the stress placing of the base on the part of
certain derivational suffixes in English. Suffixes
without these two features will change the stress placing
of the base. In English, though the suffix will receive
no stress, the primary stress in the base as a rule moves
rightward, e.g. the three derivatives of photograph. In
Mandarin, the suffix makes the primary stress move to the
extreme right, i.e. to the suffix itself, e.g. -zhe -er
. V V
in the derivation d_u to read + -zhe—- duzhe reader
and laodong to labour + -zhe —» lao.dongzhe labourer.
Mid-way between the tonic and atonic suffixes in Mandarin,
we have the quasi-atonic ones, with the characteristic of
being tonic in a non-suffix position and not always atonic
even in a suffix position.
2. The Unstressed Words
Those English words which are normally unstressed
and realized in their weak forms (if these exist) differ
from the unstressed suffixes in that whether they are
stressed or not depends on the role they play in a
sentence. For example, do is stressed as a full verb
but unstressed as a supporting item in questions and
negative sentences. Thus, in
What do you do on Sundays?
the first do is unstressed while the second is not. In
view of such dependency on syntax, this class of normally
unstressed words in English can be discussed in comparison
with both atonic words and words unstressed by virtue of
surface sentence structure in Mandarin.
A comparison of the normally unstressed words in
English on p. 15-16 and the atonic words and syntactic
unstressed syllables in Mandarin on p. 48-50 gives us the
impression that the connection between these two sets of
items is weak. The prepositions in English and the post¬
positional localizers in Mandarin seem to be the only
comparable subsets. We will examine other items group by
group to see if the connection between the two sets is
reallv that weak-
Determinatives in English are obligatory items in
all NP's except those with generic meaning or filled by
proper nouns. In Chinese there is not such a strict re¬
quirement. The article-like items in Mandarin are less
frequently used than those in English. When yi.ge a,
na.gena.xie the, and yi.xieyou.xie some are used,
the meaning is more marked than when a, an, the and
some are used in English. Moreover, all of these items
in Mandarin are disyllabic. Note most of the items in
both languages which are unstressed per se are
monosyllables. At the sentence level, two or more un¬
stressed syllables adjacent to each other are much less
common in Mandarin than in English. When that does occur
in Mandarin, it is often because two or more atonic items
come adjacent to each other, as in Kan.jian.le .ma? You
have seen it? where -.jian (resultative complement),
-.Le (perfective aspect suffix) and .ma (interrogative
sentence particle) are atonic morphemes. In fact in
y1.ge can be deleted, leaving an unstressed syllable .ge,
with less emphasis on the number than yi.ge, and
functionally more similar to the English indefinite
article.
Possessive determinatives in Mandarin are formed by
adding the suffix .de to personal pronouns. As such, the
possessives will invariably be of two or more syllables.
Moreover, as .d2 and the plural suffix .men are already
atonic, the same constraint as above regarding the number
of consecutive unstressed syllables operates, and it is
not unreasonable for the personal pronoun stem to remain
stressed. As for the relative possessive whose, there
is no near equivalent in Mandarin because the language
does not use any relative pronoun as a device for intro¬
ducing relative clauses.
Before we leave possessive determinatives, let us
consider the case of personal pronouns used as
possessives, e.g. ta_ he in _ta ba.ba his father. Here,
ta is monosyllabic and precedes a stressed syllable. In
other words, it is not subject to the constraint regarding
consecutive unstressed syllables. Is it often unstressed
as its English equivalent is?
As a matter of fact, I am not sure, but I suspect
it is. The question is crucial for it involves not only
ta as a possessive but also ta_ as a personal pronoun. In
Mandarin, the same personal pronoun appears in both the
subject and the object positions. So, what we called the
syntactically determined unstressed items of pronouns in
the object position in Mandarin are equivalent to the
class of objective pronouns in English. However, the
English subjective personal pronouns are unstressed as
often. Are the Mandarin pronouns in the subject position
often unstressed as their English equivalents are? Before
we answer this question, let us consider the following
quotation from Chao (1968:35-6):
Most cases of weak stress occur enclitically,
that is, closely following a stressed syllable,
whose tone determines the pitch of the weakly
stressed syllable. In the relatively few cases
when weak stress precedes a closely following
stressed syllable, usually a pronoun or Qne of
a few conjunctions such as .huo. zhe or
it is then a proclitic and the pitch Ts about
average, or 3, on the scale of five points.
Pronouns in the object position are not proclitics because
they do not precede a closely following stressed syllable.
So we infer that the proclitic pronouns must be monosyl-
bic pronouns as subjects or possessives. If the infer¬
ence is correct, the monosyllabic pronouns as subjects or
possessives will at least tend to be unstressed as their
3 8
Transliteration system adjusted.
English equivalents do. Chao is probably the only lin¬
guist who mentions the existence of proclitic unstressed
syllables in Mandarin. If it is because other linguists
are not aware of the phenomenon or because they do not
regard proclitic unstressed syllables as proper unstressed
syllables that they do not mention it, then it is only
natural that they do not include pronouns in a position
other than that of an object in their descriptions of
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the Mandarin unstressed syllable. It is the position
of this paper that Mandarin pronouns as objects and
Mandarin monosyllabic pronouns as subjects alike tend to
be unstressed, though those as subjects probably have
weaker tendency, and that pronouns in Mandarin and English
alike tend to be unstressed, subject to the constraint re¬
garding consecutive unstressed syllables in the case of
pronouns as subjects in Mandarin.
The relative pronouns who and that do not have
Mandarin equivalents for the same reason as for the case
of whose discussed earlier. Therefore, no further
comment is given here.
Chao also included conjunctions as instances of
proclitic unstressed syllables. He raised .huo.zhe or
as a specific example. When checked against the Xiandai
Hanyu Cidin and the Hanyu Cidian, it is found that the
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Zhang (1956:5) did state pronouns as a source
of unstressed syllables, and included as an
example is .ta as a possessive in the sentence
jiao . ta die lcTi Ask his father to come. How¬
ever he (1956b:30) corrected his position and
changed pronouns to pronouns as objects, and
did away with the above example.
syllables in the word are recorded in their full tones in
both dictionaries though Lu (1957:14) mentioned that he
and is always unstressed in everyday speech. Other
linguists do not mention the conjunction as a source of
unstressed syllables probably for the same reason that
they do not mention pronouns in the subject position.
Chao's wording implies that there are a few more
conjunctions which tend to be unstressed. The other most
frequently used conjunctions are probably gen and, tong
and, and ke(shi) but. If it is true that only the
most frequently used conjunctions are unstressed, then
the situation is close to that in English. And, but,
or, as and for are virtually all the normally
unstressed English conjunctions which have Mandarin
equivalents with regard to semantic content and
grammatical function. Other unstressed conjunctions,
namely nor, that, and than are not among the
repertoire of conjunctions in Mandarin. So we are now in a
position to say that the most frequently used conjunctions
in English and Mandarin alike tend to be unstressed.
According to Chao, proclitic unstressed syllables
are relatively rare. We can say that in Mandarin the
post-stress position is more favourable for non-stress
than the pre-stress position. In English, the post-stress
position is no more favourable for non-stress than the
pre-stress position. In fact pre-stress unstressed
syllables in English are generally shorter than the post—
stess ones and are thus weaker in a sense. We are not
able to account for this discrepancy but the discrepancy
itself does offer an explanation of certain phenomena of
the unstressed syllable in both languages. We said
earlier that post-positional localizers in Mandarin are
comparable to prepositions in English. As a matter of
fact they are. Yet there also exist prepositions in
Mandarin, e.g. zai at, cong from, xiang to, which
are not regarded as unstressed in general. Perhaps it is
because of the different suitability for non-stress of the
different positions that prepositions and postpositions
differ stress-wise.
Another question in relation to the positional
suitability for non-stress concerns the directional
complements in Mandarin. Functionally and semantically,
they are similar to certain adverbial particles in
English. However, directional complements in Mandarin
have a much stronger tendency to be unstressed than the
adverbial particles in English. Two possible explanations
are offered here:
(1) Directional complements in Mandarin often closely
follow a stressed syllable, i.e. the verb. This is a
favourable position for non-stress in Mandarin. On the
contrary, adverbial particles in English are often in an
utterance-final position, which usually takes a beat. In
fact an adverbial particle could be unstressed when
preceding a stress. For example, compare to give up
with to give up hope.
(2) While the directional complements in Mandarin are re¬
presented by items which can otherwise be verbs or pos¬
sibility complements, the adverbial particles in English
are represented by items which can otherwise be pre¬
positions. But verbs and possibility complements tend to
be stressed while preposition in English tend to be
unstressed. Thus, in order to avoid confusion, it is not
unreasonable for adverbial particles in English to be
stressed and for directional complements in Mandarin to be
unstressed. Lin (1957:155) cited the following minimal
pairs:
(1' xiang .qi.lai to recall
v v
xiang qi .lai to want to get up
(2) xiang .bu qYlai cannot recall
. v v
xiang .bu qi .lai to want not to get up
In (1), .qi.lai is a disyllabic directional complement
(with derived meaning) while qY .lai is a full verb (gY)
plus a directional complement (.lai). In (2), qYlai is a
disyllabic possibility complement while cjl . lai is a full
verb plus a directional complement. Thus, non-stress
in directional complements is of high linguistic signific¬
ance .
So far we have left the class of anomalous finites
untouched. For the benefit of discussion, we subdivide
this classs into three groups: the primary auxiliaries,
the full verb to be, and the modals. Among the primary
auxiliaries, the auxiliary do with its variants is the
most neutral, in the sense that it has no individual
meaning but serves as a dummy operator (Quick others
1972). The unstressed do is used in questions and
negative sentences. Such operator is not present in
Mandarin. The aspect auxiliaries be and have with
their variants are part of the entire aspect markers
be + -ing and have + en. In Mandarin, the aspect
suffix .le.guo (perfective) and .zhe (progressive) are
entire aspect markers themselves and are always
unstressed, Be can also be a passive auxiliary. In
Mandarin, the passive transformation does not involve any
addition to or modification of the verb. So primary
auxiliaries in English do not have Mandarin equivalents.
The full verb to be also tend to be unstressed.
The full verb to be in English is often taken as the
equivalent of shi in Mandarin, In fact, the use of shi in
Mandarin is narrower than that of the full verb to be in
English. The use of the full verb to be is obligatory when
the meaning of a predicate is not carried by a verb. This




(3) Are you free?
where are is unstressed and weakened to a, can be
translated into Mandarin as:
- N
(1) ta.men zai zher
(They in here)
(2) nY hen mang
(You very busy)
(3) ni you kong .ma
(You have time question particle)
None of the sentences require the use of shi. Often, the
presence of shi conveys a marked message of sureness (Ding




Wo shi bu e
(I am not hungry)
I am not hungry
I am really not hungry
So, there is not really a Mandarin equivalent for the full
verb to be, or, to put it another way, the corresponding
item shi in Mandarin is less frequently used and more
marked in terms of semantic content.
Modals exist in Mandarin as well as in English.
Mandarin modals closely precede the main verb, which is
often stressed. Perhaps this partly explains why modals
in Mandarin are not often regarded as unstressed.
However, in Kratochvil's (1967:165) example:
— v
Ta .yao wen .ni
(He will ask you)
He will ask you
yao is optionally unstressed as njL is. According to
Kratochvil, both unstressed syllables are the result of
the placement of non-stress in accordance with the
rhythmical requirement. To the extent that yao in this
sentence is typical of a modal in respect both of meaning
and position, probably other monosyllabic modals are often
rendered unstressed by rhythm too. This question will be
taken up again in the next section.
At this point, we can say that English anomalous
finites except modals do not have Mandarin equivalents.
We have now examined all the items listed on p. 15-
16 except the isolated words there, Saint, not and
Sir. Among them, Saint and Sir are semantically
significant and surely without Mandarin equivalents.
Since their non-stress status is not to be explained gram¬
matically, it is left out here. There is unstressed only
when preceding a verb to be. There + be conveys the idea
of existence. The Mandarin way of speaking of existence
is to directly use the item for existence you, as in
v v
zhe. li you ren There are people here
(here exist people)
Not when weakened to nt is always attached to
an anomalous finite. Compare the following sentences:
(1) That's mine.
(2) That ins't mine.
(3) That's not mine.
Both negative sentences convey the meaning negative
through the involvement of a stressed syllable. In (2),
it is the is in isn't, while in (3) it is not.
Viewed this way, that bu not is usually stressed in
Mandarin is not compatible with the situation in English.
We have covered the usually unstressed items in
English, but we have not covered some of the unstressed
items in Mandarin on p.48. What we have left out up to
now is types (3), (4) and (5). Our comment is quite
straightforward. Resultative complements are not
operative in English grammar; neither do the sequences in
(4) and (5) have any English equivalents.
The foregoing contrast between the normally un¬
stressed words in English and Mandarin reveals or con¬
firms the following:
(1) The same tendency to be unstressed exists in really
equivalent items in the two languages such as the
personal pronouns.
(2) The pre-stress position is not favourable for non-
stress in Mandarin.
(3) The utterance-final position is not favourable for
non-stress in Enqlish.
(4) The normally unstressed items in both languages tend
to be monosyllabic.
(5) Two or more consecutive derived unstressed syllables
at normal tempo are not usual in Mandarin.
(6) The normally unstressed items in both languages are by
and large function words with definite grammatical
functions rather than substantial semantic content.
Such being the case, a large portion of these items
will not have equivalents in another language
basically different in grammar.
3. Syllables Unstressed by Virtue of Sentence Rhythm
Sentence rhythm modifies the stress pattern in both
languages. In both languages, the rhythmical modification
is a low-level process, for it operates after all other
considerations of stress placement have exerted their in¬
fluence. In English, the primary word stress, the tonic
accent, and most of the words in their weak forms will be
taken for granted at the time when sentence rhythm exerts
its influence. In Mandarin, the trochaic words and the
atonic items are also accepted as given before rhythm
operates. However, rhythm modifies beat differently in
the two languages. In English, rhythm renders some
otherwise untresssed syllables stressed in slow tempo
speech. As tempo quickens, the beats will be too dense
and some beats are apt to become unstressed, and rhythm
will then destress some otherwise stressed syllables. In
Mandarin, the way in which rhythm modifies stress is also
dependent on the tempo of speech. However, rhythm in
Mandarin only destresses, even at slow tempo. This is
because the syllables which are not predisposed unstressed
(i.e. neither unstressed in trochaic words nor atonic per
se ) are numerous and have to be destressed for the sake
of rhythm. So the difference in the way rhythm modifies
stress in the two languages is in fact due to the
difference in the stress status taken for granted when
rhythm operates. Basically, rhythm works for the same
target in both languages: to make the stressed syllables
recur at approximately same intervals.
B. THE PHONETIC PROPERTIES OF THE UNSTRESSED SYLLABLES
IN ENGLISH AND MANDARIN
1. Loudness
The unstressed syllable in both English and
Mandarin is on average less loud than the stressed. This
is an expected fact for loudness is an universal
contributing factor of stress. Due to the difference in
depth and aspect of knowledge about the loudness of the
unstressed syllable in English and Mandarin, it is
difficult to make further comparisons. For example, we
know how the loudness ratio of stressed to unstressed
syllables varies with rate and with general loudness of
speech in English, but we do not know the situation in
Mandarin. Similarly, we know that the distribution of
loudness over time tends to be less pronounced in the
unstressed syllable in Mandarin, but relevant information
in English is not known. Perhaps the evening out of such
distribution is more significant in Mandarin than in
English, for such distribution is one of the variables
which distinguish one full tone from the others in
Mandarin and one defining characteristic of the unstressed
syllable in Mandarin is the inability to identify a
syllable with a certain full tone.
2. Length
The unstressed syllable in both languages is
shortened. The fact that the average extent of shortening
in both languages is roughly the same should not be
emphasized, for it has concealed the difference in the
manner of shortening in the two languages. In Mandarin,
the extent of shortening is independent of the
phonological status of the syllable but in English it is
dependent. English vowels can be divided into two kinds
according to their intrinsic length. Thus short vowels
will fall in one group and long vowels including
diphthongs another. Besides, a vowel before a voiceless
sound is shorter than otherwise. These two kinds of
length differences extend across the boundary between
stressed and unstressed syllables. Such being the case,
it would not be difficult for us to find an unstressed
syllable with a long vowel followed by a voiced stop
longer than a stressed syllable with a short vowel
followed by a voiceless stop. Intrinsic syllable length
difference does exist in Mandarin. The length is depend¬
ent not on the identity of the vowel but on the identity
of the tone. However, a defining characteristic of the
unstressed syllable in Mandarin is the loss of tonal
identity, so it is natural that such length difference
disappears when unstressed. An experiment reported by
Kratochvil (1975) shows that syllable duration is highly
relevant to tone perception in Mandarin, in the sense that
tones of most syllables with relatively long duration were
more easily perceived than those of shorter syllables.
There is a threshold of duration (between 0.05 and 0.01
sec.) below which the tone could not be correctly
recognized. So the loss of tonal identity and shortening
really go hand in hand. In English , levelling is by no
means thorough.
The initials in Mandarin are of varying intrinsic
length. Zadoenko (1958:583) reported that all initials in
the unstressed syllables are shortened by half. This
means that their length differences are retained in the
unstressed syllable. Also recall that positional
variation of syllable length is still retained in the
shortened unstressed syllables.
At this point, we are able to make the generaliza¬
tion that the unstressed syllable in English and Mandarin
alike, though shortened, tends to retain the length
differences governed by factors not related to stress, al¬
though the differences are subject to a certain degree of
levelling effected by the general tendency of shortening
in an unstressed syllable. Tonal length differences in
Mandarin are excepted from this rule because the loss of
tonal identity is a defining characteristic of the un¬
stressed syllable.
3. Pitch
Tone differs from intonation in the domain in which
pitch contour operates to convey linguistic distinction.
The domain for tone i3 the morpheme, and for intonation,
the sentence. In English, only intonation is operative,
but in Mandarin, intonation and tone operate together.
Therefore Mandarin pitch differs from English pitch in
that it is at the same time an element of tone and an
element of intonation. There is still one more gram¬
matical category of which pitch is a factor and that
is stress. Non-stress is characterized pitch-wise by the
lack of pitch prominence, though the characterization is
not without exceptions. What constitutes pitch prominence
depends on the intonation in operation. Thus pitch
prominence may result from outstandingly high or low
pitch or change of pitch direction. Therefore the pitch
shape of the unstressed syllable in English, though low
most of the time in the experiment carried out by McClean
and Tiffany (1973), depends on how pitch as intonation
behaves in the context of the syllable in everyday speech.
In Mandarin, in the presence of a system of tone,
intonation is relatively less important. The first job of
pitch is the realization of tone. Pitch realized as a
full tone is in fact a kind of pitch prominence. The lack
of pitch prominence is then assoicated with the non-
identifiaction with tone. For the proclitic unstressed
syllable, non-identification with tone is effected by
its context-free realization as middle pitch. For the
enclitic unstressed syllable, the situation seems similar
to that of English unstressed syllable with regard to
context dependency. That is, its pitch shape seems
dependent on the tone of the preceding syllable. However,
a simpler analysis is offered here. The pitch of the
unstressed syllable is taken to be primarily low as a
rule. Recall that the tone sandhi T3 + T3 — T2 + T3 is
in essence a dissimilation rule for two or more
consecutive low tones (p.32). Now that the unstressed
syllable is of low pitch, a T3 followed by an unstressed
syllable will result in two consecutive low-pitch
syllables. The same dissimilation force is then at work,
but this time it is the unstressed syllable that is
changed to a high pitch. The specific shape of the pitch
contours of the unstressed syllable after different tones
will then be explained as caused by the pitch transition
from the end-point of the preceding tone towards the
target.®
Thus, low pitch generally being less prominent than
high pitch, the unstressed syllable in an English ex¬
pression in somewhat citation form with neutral intonation
effect and the enclitic unstressed syllable in Mandarin
alike tend to be of relatively low pitch, subject to
contextual pitch influence, which might render the un¬
stressed syllable higher in pitch or contoured towards a
higher pitch. In English, this contextual pitch influence




Two kinds of modification of the vowel in the un¬
stressed syllable can be distinguished, continuous and
discrete. The derivation of the unstressed syllable in
v
mai ,mai business ([mai]— [maei]— [mai] —— [mei] ) is a
continuous one. Between any two consecutive stages of
derivation, there are an unlimited number of variant forms
one can take. The derived forms written down here only
represent points in the continuous derivational history.
On the other hand, between the occasional weak form mi
for my and its strong form man, we do not find an un-
40See p. 54
limited number of intermediate forms. So mi is an
institutionalized weak form for my. The so called weak
form of an English word or morpheme usually represents an
institutionalized form, i.e. a discrete modification
particularly in the case of a morpheme, e.g. 0 in
board and $ in cupboard. In Mandarin, it is pre¬
dominantly the continuous process which is operative, the
only notable discrete modifications being the following:
li inside— .le
-di (possessive, adjectival adverbial suffixes)— -.de
. v . 41
(-)liao (particle, perfective aspect suf f ix)~~ (-) .le
-zY (nominal suffix )- -. ze
In English continuous modification operates as well as
discrete modification. For example, my when unstressed
can take the form max with di realized in any of its
allophonic forms, without itself being considered i or
e-
The difference in the extent to which discrete
modification operates in the two languages might be due
to the difference in the vowel systems and in the phonemic
load of vowels. There are 19 vowels besides d in the RP
vowel system, including diphthongs, which are considered
single units rather than vowel combinations. In Mandarin,
if the main vowel is isolated from the semivowel that
might precede or follow it, only three or four high vowels
and two non-high vowels exist phonologically (Cheng 1973:
Ch.2) Discrete modification of a vowel is concerned with
The association between -di and - .de and between
(-)liao and (-) . le is nevertheless doubtful.
the replacement of a vowel phoneme by another. In
English, with a relatively large repertoire of vowels, a
vowel can easily be replaced by a weaker vowel in the
unstressed syllable. As a matter of fact, the vowels ),
l,V, which are at the same time central and short, often
alternate with other vowels in their respective provinces
and appear in the unstressed syllable. In Mandarin, in-
dependantly motivated vowel phonemes which are pre¬
dominantly unstressed like e, I , U in English do riot
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exist . It follows that it is not favourable for
discrete vowel weakening. Virtually all derivations of
the vowel in the unstressed syllable are continuous
processes, though the mid vowel and the low vowel are
sometimes neutralized, for example, the derivations .lei—
[lei]—. lai.
Phonetically, [3] is a very favourable vowel in the
unstressed syllable in both languages. This can be
explained by the fact that [3 ] is articulated with the
most neutral tongue position, involving the least effort.
In fact the association of [ 3 ] with non-stress is
universal.
a is often deleted in an institutionalized weak
form of an English word. In Mandarin, [d] is deleted only
if syllabicity can be retained. Note that in English
h is the only consonant which cannot exist syllable-
finally, while in Mandarin, n and rj are the only
consonants which can. In the sentence He's got one the
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[ ] in Mandarin can at best be taken as a margin¬
al phoneme.
z from has Oz becomes the final consonant of the
syllable He's. In Mandarin, strict phonotactic con¬
straints such as the one mentioned above will bar such
processes from happening.
b. Consonants
In the unstressed syllable in both languages, the
same class of consonants (stops) in the same position
(syllable-initial) have the same tendency of losing or
partly losing the aspiration which would be present in a
stressed syllable. This general tendency of deaspiration
in the unstressed syllable can be explained by the great
amount of effort involved in bringing out the aspiration,
which is in fact a strong puff of air. h is not a
phoneme of Mandarin, the nearest Mandarin consonant being
x. Therefore h deletion is not expected to operate in
Mandarin.
The syllabification of sonorants in English works
in association with 0 deletion. Such syllabification
normally do not exist in Mandarin because [B] deletion in
Mandarin does not call for the syllabification of
sonorants.
C. CONCLUSION
Suffixes are an important source of the stressed
syllables in both English and Mandarin. The suffixes
which are highly productive and which can be placed after
another suffix are basically the suffixes which never
change the placement of the primary stress of the stem or
base.
The normally unstressed words in both languages are
by and large monosyllabic function wordsmorphemes. Some
of them do not have equivalents in the other language,
but really equivalent items in the two languages are
as a rule unstressed in both languages. Yet the
derivation of the unstressed syllable is subject to
different constraints in the two languages. Sentence
rhythm modifies the stress at a low level in both
languages.
The unstressed syllable is on average less loud and
shorter than the stressed in both languages but the length
differences governed by other factors than stress are re¬
tained, subject to some levelling.
The pitch of the unstressed syllable is basically
low, subject to the influence of intonation in English and
of the preceding tone in Mandarin.
Discrete weakening of the vowel operates only in
English, owing to its relatively large repertoire of
vowels. [d] is the most favourable vowel in the unstress¬
ed syllable in both languages, a fact explanable by the
ease of articulation of it. Both languages delete [3],
but the extent is different owing to phonotactic differ¬
ence. Deletion does not call for syllabification of
sonorants in Mandarin. In English it does, in order to
retain syllabicity.
Initial stops in the unstressed syllable tend to be




A. NATIVE SPEAKERS OF MANDARIN LEARNIGN ENGLISH
English word stress is free but not entirely un¬
predictable. The recognition of how suffixes behave
stress-wise is an important step towards correct
prediction of English word stress. A native speaker of
Mandarin will not be unfamiliar with the non-stress
tendency of suffixes, but certain stress phonomena of
some English suffixes should be highlighted, namely:
(1) The a few suffixes which always carry a primary stress
like -ation should be isolated and their influence
on stress studied.
(2) The limited number of suffixes which determine the
placement of primary stress in the base should be
isolated and their influence on stress studied.
(3) It should be emphasized that all other suffixes will
have absolutely no effect on the stress placement of
the base or stem. For example, a commonly heard but
wrong primary stress placement for the word circum¬
stances is on the syllable stance, by an incorrect
analogy with circumstantial. It should be em¬
phasized that the suffix iz in the word is the same
suffix as z in dogs, which never has any effect
on stress placement.
As so many normally unstressed words in both
languages do not have equivalents in the other language,
the students may not be aware of the fact that they all
belong to the class function words. Students will
benefit if this fact is highlighted. Those normally
unstressed function words in English which do not have
Mandarin equivalents should be particularly pointed out.
Unlike that in Mandarin, the pitch of the unstress¬
ed syllable in English is subject to the strong influence
of intonation. It is expected that students will ignore
the effect of intonation, which need to be emphasized.
Also, we should guard against students transferring
Mandarin pronunciation rules to English, as for example,
students might always pronounce an unstressed syllable
following a low-pitched syllable with a high pitch.
Vowel alternation in corresponding stressed and un¬
stressed syllables only occurs in English. The students
may be reluctant to use 6 for ex for the word a and
to use i for ei in separate seprxt.
Similarly, the students may be reluctant to delete
d and h when they could or should. As a result, they
may never have syllabic sonorants in their English speech.
B. NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH LEARNING MANDARIN
Recognizing which disyllables are trochaic is
essential for the correct placement of word stress in
Mandarin. The semantic, syntactic and morphological
features correlated with trochaic words should be studied
for the benefit of the recognition of trochaic words. The
atonic morphemes and the syntactically derived unstressed
items should be studied in comparison with the normally
unstressed words in English.
Students may not be aware of the fact that all
of these normally stressed items in both languages belong
to the class of function words. Among these items in
Mandarin, those which do not have equivalents in English
should be particularly pointed out.
As tone is absent in English, the influence of tone
on its following unstressed syllable is expected to be
neglected by the students. Presenting the effect of each
tone on its following unstressed syllable in phonetic
details is unnecessary and inappropriate. In veiw of the
generalization we have made on p.79, Chao's (1968:36)
suggestion, namely, that it is sufficient to remember the
unstressed syllable as being of high pitch after T3 and
low after the other tones, should be followed in teaching,
for not only is the simple rule sufficient for practical
purposes, but it also reflects the underlying pattern.
Moreover, this brings the pattern of pitch realization of
the unstressed syllable in Mandarin nearer to that in
English.
The students possible over-use of the vowels d,
I , Uin the unstressed syllable should be guarded against.
Also, we should watch out for the undue deletion of [3 ].
C. NATIVE SPEAKERS OF CANTONESE LEARNING ENGLISH
Stress is very insignificant in Cantonese. If it
exists at all in Cantonese, it is difficult to recognize.
Such being the case, the marked difference between the
stressed syllable and the unstressed syllable which exist
in English and Mandarin is totally unfamiliar to a Can¬
tonese speaker. As a result, the linguistically
significant feature stress with characteristics in loud¬
ness, length, pitch and segment quality cannot be con¬
ceived by the student at all. This would result in the
following things:
(1) He would regard the pitch difference between the
stressed and unstressed syllables as basic. Thus, he
would imagine that the only difference between the
noun can and the auxiliary can is distinguished by
pitch and by pitch alone. He would always associate
low pitch with the former and high pitch with the
latter, but be unaware of the segmental change from
dt to d in the weak form of the auxiliary can.
(2) He would not be aware that quality weakening is just
one manifestation of non-stress, but would neverthe¬
less notice those vowel alternations which amount to
phonemic distinction in the Cantonese vowel system.
For example, he would conceive the two pronunciations
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of the article a to be ei and a: , without
necessarily recognizing a difference of stress.
(3) He would neglect the differences in loudness and
length. For example, the ei and a: above would
not differ in length or loudness.
Connected speech in English as spoken by a Can¬
tonese speaker tend to be syllable-timed. That is, each
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A corrupt form of 9 which is a transfer from
Cantonese.
syllable would occupy roughly the same amount of time.
Besides, each syllable would be of approximate loudness.
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